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Cheatgrass
has invaded
this sagebrush
rangeland,
chokling out
desirable
native grasses
and plants and
causing a fire
hazard.

The cheatgrass growth-cycle allows it to out-compete native grasses.
It germinates in the fall, and grows quickly during the wet winter,
when native plants are dormant, using up water and soil nutrients
before the native perennial grasses begin their growth. Cheatgrass
makes for a summer range covered by dry, highly inflammable fuel.
Higher temperatures and drought from global warming, humancaused ignition and the proliferation of cheatgrass has resulted in
larger, hotter and more frequent wildfires in the west recent years.
After the fires cheatgrass rebounds much quicker and robustly than
native plants further increasing its dominance over the land.
Cheatgrass got its name from ranchers who found the weed unsuitable for grazing and cheated them of fodder for their livestock. The
plant is edible, but only when it first sprouts. Otherwise both livestock and wild animals leave it alone, putting more stress on native
flora that—in turn—furthers the range of the weed.
As bad as cheatgrass is I recently heard a presentation about another more onerous invasive plant that is making headway in the
Great Basin. This is medusahead (Taeniatherum caput-medusae).
Like cheatgrass, medusahead originated in Eurasia and is a fastgrowing annual grass. The plant gets its name from its long, seed
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Desert Survivors is an affiliation of desert lovers committed to experiencing,
sharing and protecting desert wilderness wherever we find it. We recognize
the places we love to explore will not remain wild unless we give others the
opportunity to experience them as we do and unless we remain vigilant and
active in our efforts to monitor and preserve them.

awns (resembling snakes) that are barbed and can cause injury to
the mouths of grazing animals—making it worthless as forage. Its
lifecycle is similar cheatgrass; however, medusahead matures 2-4
weeks later than cheatgrass with very high seed production, allowing it to replace cheatgrass and become the dominant vegetation.
Once established at a site it spreads at a rate of about 12% per year.
Perhaps the most insidious aspect of medusahead is that it produces large amounts of thatch and its litter decomposes slowly making for a wildfire fuel source much worse than cheatgrass. Medusahead was the primary driver of last summer’s Nevada Martin
Fire—the largest fire in
the state’s history, burning over 600,000 acres. In
recent years U.S. Forest
service spending on wildfire suppression has gone
from 15% to over 55%—
draining funds from wild
lands management. This
is really a huge problem.
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Those of us who venture into the western U.S. outdoors are probably familiar with cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum). It is the grass
with barbed seeds that seems to grow everywhere and often lodges
in your socks during a hike and can be particularly onerous to
pets as the seeds can easily bore into the feet, fur and eyes of the
animals. Native to southern Europe and west Asia cheatgrass first
came to North America in the 1850’s and has since spread as an
invasive weed—particularly in the Great Basin where overgrazing
by livestock and drought has left the soil reduced in native plants
allowing the invader to take root and spread. It is now the dominant plant in over 154,000 square miles of the American west.

The seeds of medusahead.

To date, there is no control method to eradicate cheatgrass or medusahead from the open range. Scientists are experimenting on removal schemes that involve and combine livestock grazing (during
a short window of time when it sprouts), herbicides, controlled fires
and the seeding of native and non-native perennial grasses. Scientists at the U.S. Department of Agriculture have recently discovered
strains of naturally occurring bacteria that when introduced to the
soil destroys the cheatgrass’ root systems but leaves native plants
untouched. It is unclear that a potential method involving bacteria
would work in large rangelands or on medusahead grasses. In the
meantime we should prepare ourselves for increasing changes to
western lands. This means more rangeland dominated by invasive
plant species, greater stresses on wildlife and ever more destructive
conflagrations.
Nicholas Blake
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Cheatgrass
helped fuel the
Constantia
Fire in Long
Valley, CA, in
July 2010.
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It is reported that the 2018
Martin Fire—the largest in
Nevada history—was started
by 4th of July revelers hitting
gasoline-soaked, flaming golf
balls into the desert. This
photo is of someone else doing this on a YouTube video.
Cover photo: Karen Rusiniak pauses near a pictographfestooned rock shelter she named The Birthing Cave, in the
Mojave National Preserve.
Photo: Lynne Buckner
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washed-out section of road, allowing vehicle passage in the White Mountains, August 2018.
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By Camille Cusumano
The oak tree was tired of being ignored.
So, it threw down the gauntlet, a huge fat
limb, bam, right into the middle of the Desert Survivors’ huddle. That oak tree got our
attention. Mighty oaks from little acorns
grow and this oak was mighty as they come.
We were just beyond the halfway mark of
our five-mile hike through Merle Ranch
in Los Padres National Forest. Following
that frightful interruption, we chanted our
heartfelt thanks that the heavy, solid limb
did not land on one of our heads, causing
death or serious injury. There was one minor casualty, a hiker Chuck McGinn whose
hand sustained a scratch from the falling branch, handily attended to by Doctor
Bashin’s emergency kit.
Moments before the oak’s splashy entrance,
I had been standing barefoot in the cold
stream where the limb would land. Though
it missed my noggin, it baptized me with a
big splash, wilderness style. I had just rejoined the Desert Survivors after a twentyyear hiatus. So in my personal mythology
the incident was a welcome back but, as with
the sea, do not turn your back on the desert.

Mission San Antonio De Padua

Overall, this was a wonderful first outing
for most of us, a warm October weekend
of the Desert Survivors general meeting at
Mission San Antonio de Padua, Monterey
County. We were nearly forty strong with
most of us camping on the expansive Fiesta
Grounds on the banks of Mission Creek in
the shade of walnut and oak trees. Several
others lodged in the mission’s rooms. Formerly monk cells, they are now brightly
decorated for the many retreatants who
come to contemplate the meaning of life or
just for respite from civilization’s frenzy.
This hallowed ground, including an Indian
burial site, is along the Juan Bautista de
Anza National Historic Trail which dates
to the eve of the American Revolution. Lt.
Colonel Juan Bautista de Anza led more
than 240 men, women, and children on
an epic journey across the frontier of New
Spain, or Mexico, to establish a settlement
at San Francisco Bay.
As if channeling the spirit of that march,
each morning and evening in camp, we
were serenaded by Taps and Reveille, de-

livered through loud speakers from the adjacent Fort Hunter Liggett Army base. On
the Friday of our arrival a few carloads of
us visited Liggett where we were interested
in seeing the Hacienda, a handsome mix of
Mission, Moorish, Spanish, and Colonial
revival architecture. The complex is on the
National Register of Historic Places and
was designed by Julia Morgan, completed
in 1930 for William Randolph Hearst.
Citizen Hearst sold the property to the
United States Army in 1940 for use as a
training facility. If you don’t mind patronizing the Army, you can book a room (you’ll
need to produce government-issue I.D.) in
the stylish Hacienda, operated as a public
hotel. During our visit there, our group,
who seemed to love happy hours, ended
up at the Cantina quaffing beer, sparkling
wine, and various cocktails.
Although I had made many trips to the western desert over the past twenty years (mainly on assignments as an adventure travel
writer), I was glad to be back among aficionados who added much to my knowledge

Left photo:
Hikers on the
trail to Merle
Ranch.

Right photo:
William
Randolph Hearst
sat here. Desert
Survivors toured
Hearst’s Julia
Morgan-designed
“Hacienda” located in nearby Fort
Hunter Liggett.
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Desert
Survivors
on a Mission

Left photo: Desert
Survivors gathered at San Antonio Creek, resting
in the shade of a
magnificent oak.
Right photo: Yeow!
Not ten minutes
after the left photo
was taken, a large
tree limb came
crashing down at
the exactly spot
where people had
been gathering!
We were so lucky
no one was
seriously injured.

and wilderness experience. On the Merle
Ranch hike, led by esteemed organizers,
Esperanza Hernandez and Marc Eldridge, I
was introduced for the first time to vinegar
plant. I kept rubbing its dried stalks and
smelling my fingers—tart and fiery, so don’t
rub your eyes! The hilly woodland, a stunning backdrop of chamise (greasewood),
scrub oaks, and rocky outcroppings, was
suffused with the golden light that glosses
California’s interior landscapes, beautifying
even the wildflowers that had withered to
dry husks. The heat, bugs, and burr-ridden
grasses did not deter my pleasure. I imagine
many photos that were taken, turned out as
silhouettes against the pulsing blue sky.
We stopped for lunch at a facility of the
California Department of Forestry in the
middle of Merle Ranch. Arrested or slow decay might describe the collection of buildings that speak of more lively times and for
that reason betray a hint of romance. In
fact, a volunteer, Brian Williams, a retired
man, resides in one of the decrepit cottages
and takes care of the place. He seemed to
welcome the company after what must be

a hermit’s existence far removed from any
town. After we lunched on the patio of one
ghostly dwelling, he led the group on a tour.
I sat it out, wanting to just stand under the
wind-raked crown of an oak and absorb
the light (this was prior to the above-mentioned oak attack).
Meanwhile, back at the mission, Friday evening, Greg Bernal-Mendoza Smestad, an
eighth-generation Californio and descendant of members of the De Anza expedition, treated us to a vividly detailed history
lesson. Saturday evening brought us another informative talk by Miguel Marquez, an
interpretive specialist for the National Park
Service. For us gourmands, that evening
produced an abundance of scrumptious
potluck dishes (with choices for every type
of diet, including for the vanishing breed of
omnivores). After an artistic slide show on
the native California flora and fauna of the
1700s, Luis Moreno strummed his guitar
and sang. Having many senses sated, some
of us strolled over to the big fire pit and sat
in a circle on logs. Another musician Neal
Cassidy strummed songs on his guitar that

most of us baby boomers knew and could
sing (or croak) along with. This might have
been my favorite part. The night was cold
and the conversations were quite warming.
I made new and fascinating acquaintances,
including those six-degrees-of-difference
ones, where you learn you have had mutual
friends for years.
On Sunday, I listened briefly to the sober
business of the annual meeting, skipped
the docent-led tour of the Mission gardens and historic structures, and led myself
through the arcaded corridor, the chapel,
then peeked in at the monk cells. Inside
the dark recesses of that glistening white
stucco was a nostalgic backwards glance at
my twelve years of Catholic indoctrination.
Now, practically a card-carrying pagan or
pantheist, I turned my face to the sunlight
that was still magical and unfiltered, unlike
the fog city I would return to. I started to
walk along the lovely quiet Merle Ranch
Road snaking back toward the trail. But I
turned around after a mile, not really needing to know if another mighty oak had shed
a limb.

If you decide to visit the area on your own, here is some useful information:
For lodging at the Mission San Antonio, contact the retreat coordinator, Joan Kathryn
Steele, (831) 385-4478, office@missionsanantonio.net; http://missionsanantonio.net/retreats. The mission has thirty simple yet comfortable double-occupancy rooms within
the mission’s restored cloister offering contemplative space in keeping with the Mission’s
monastic heritage. Amenities include cozy beds and a sink for morning and evening ablutions. Fresh linens, bath towels and accessories are also provided. Shower and bathroom
facilities exist on each cloister wing for your convenience.
For information on staying at or visiting the Hacienda on Liggett army base, call or write:
(831) 386-2900; Bldg. 101, Infantry Rd, Jolon, CA 93928; https://hunterliggett.armymwr.
com/programs/historic-hacienda. Rates vary from $50/night (the Cowboy Rooms) to
$150/night (The Upper Commander’s Suite).

The visit to Merle Ranch included gushing amounts of horse petting.

The closest maintained camping to San Antonio Mission is Williams Hill Campground,
Lockwood San Ardo Road, Bradley, about 19.5 miles and 35-minute drive from the mission. https://www.blm.gov/visit/williams-hill; (831) 582-2200.
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The backpacker’s lunch break with a view of the Abert Valley and beyond the Fremont Mountains.

An insect resident of the Abert Rim.

LIVING ON THE EDGE

TRIP REPORT OF THE ABERT RIM BACKPACK
By David Oline
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The valley blocks and mountain blocks in this region of Oregon
are formed by extension, or stretching, of the Earth’s crust.

No matter how many places you’ve been, or how many trips
you take into the desert, there’s always something new. This
was the first trip I’ve been on where we parked at a hang glider
launch point as our trailhead. And it’s not often that I have a
chance to go fishing just a few miles away before our meetup.
Such is life in the heart of the plateau country of southern
Oregon. Our goal was to spend several days truly living on the
edge, atop the Abert Rim, which forms the highest exposed
fault scarp in North America. The plateau is dead flat right up
to the edge, where the world suddenly drops away 2500 feet
to the shores of Lake Abert below. I had in mind something
like one of those fantastical paintings of a full-rigged sailing
ship reaching the End of the World, where the sea turns into a
waterfall falling into emptiness, with desperate sailors trying to
turn the ship around before they too took the plunge.

Our meeting point was a ways south of the rim, in the Fremont
National Forest, and we had a 15-mile road (almost all paved)
road to our start. I had promised the participants a spiritual
dimension to the trip as well—climbing gradually up through
the forest, meadows, and across streambeds, we wound
through the complex topography of the Warner Mountains,
where coming around each curve reveals something previously
hidden and new views. Then we would park our cars, pull our
packs on, and weave through a band of mahogany thickets and
forest fragments as the land smooths out, the vegetation becomes sparser, and our perspective becomes wider. We would
then achieve clarity as we crossed the transition to the simplicity of the flat and open grassy plateau with the sheer edge cut
on our left. We would walk the edge without going over, and
then return to our complex lives.

If you have seen Abert Rim before, it’s likely been by driving
along Highway 395 north of Lakeview, Oregon, where the road
follows a winding course trapped between the turquoise of
Lake Abert on the west and the basalt cliffs of the Rim rising
steeply on the east. It really is quite a stunning place, and part
of its allure is its extreme emptiness. On one of our first trips
along this stretch of Highway 395, my wife remarked that even
Nevada looks more populated and has more signs of human
habitation. Out here, there are barely even fences along much
of the way.

No one was hang gliding today (we were the only ones there),
so we packed up and started off initially away from the rim to
get around thickets of mahogany and stands of Ponderosa pine
so we could have easier walking through open grassy meadows. Fortunately, the footing was less rocky and thus easier
than I had expected, so we were able to move fairly quickly
even though we were loaded up with water for our two nights
out. No, there was not a trail, though we were able to use some
old roads later in the trip.
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Hiking across the plateau.

Trip leader and author David Oline (right) stands
beside the roadbed where everyone cooked meals.

Right photo:
The trip participants on the fallen
tree that was the center of their camp.

Shortly we curved back to the edge and were able to get some
of our first real views. Aside from the footing, my other big
concern for this trip was the possibility of smoke. Having lived
through a few months of air quality ranging from unhealthy
to hazardous back home in Ashland, OR during the summer,
I had been keeping my eye on what had been a very active
fire on the Fremont National Forest about 15 miles west. We
were fortunate that conditions had changed for the better, and
although we did see haze build up by the afternoons, it was
localized and didn’t really spoil our views or blue skies.
We stopped for lunch and a short nap at the head of a small
draw cut into the edge of the cliff, hung our feet off of some
boulders, and watched the view. Below us was the town of Valley Falls and a few ranches and irrigated circles spread out 2500
feet below, with the Fremont Mountains rising on the opposite
side. Geologically speaking, the term “valley” only applies to
what is cut by a river. The mountain ranges and troughs of the
Great Basin, however, were created by horst and graben faulting, in which an extreme stretching of the Earth’s crust results
in blocks being alternately pushed up and dropped down to relieve the stress. Here in the basalt plateaus of southern Oregon
these processes are laid remarkably bare because so many of
the blocks are dead flat resulting from huge basalt flows. That
and of course being in the desert, where the rocks and fault
lines are neither obscured by forest cover nor quickly eroded

by high rainfall. So the town we overlooked for lunch really
should be called Graben Falls, just as Death Valley should really be called Death Graben.
Later we headed “inland” towards an isolated but sizeable
stand of Ponderosa pine called Colvin Timbers, where we
would drop our packs (and water!) and set up for both nights.
Though it didn’t have the views you would have at the edge, it
had shade and soft pine needles. Flat space is limitless everywhere on the plateau, but finding a few rock-free squares
to actually pitch a tent is near impossible. Here also, was an
enormous sitting log that formed the heart of our camp. Road
food gained a new meaning for us, as the old road was the only
fire-safe needle-free space to set up our camp stoves and cook
dinner. This was a quite isolated stand of timber, likely a relic
of more extensive forests that once existed here, spread across a
shallow dome-like rise.
Several of us took a brief side-trip over to Colvin Lake, about a
mile from camp. In this late season, the water level was down
and it was ringed by mud, with a few head of cattle scattered
about. Though not appetizing water up close, it was a sizeable
lake that from a distance provided an image of a blue oasis atop
the plateau. That evening we had cattle near our camp as well,
and we had followed an old road east to Colvin lake—and the
further east one goes on the plateau, the more cows, roads,
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Lake Abert and the the plateau that rises 2500 feet above its shore.

The trip-goers spotted prong horn antelope; but not
this close—from a far distance.

Above: Nap time at the edge of the rim. Everyone
worried he might toss-and-turn.
Right: The Abert Rim
is the home of the Centrocercus urophasianus (sage grouse).

power lines, water troughs one will find, though such features
are still very sparse out here. The wildest part of this country is
right along the edge, between the cattle country to the east and
the drop off to Highway 395 on the west, so that’s where we
wanted to spend most of our time on this trip.
The next day we headed north on a sweeping loop that would
take us to the edge and back, then cut back across the plateau
to return to camp via a few watering holes that were marked on
the map. Due to its extreme flatness, water tends to pool into
numerous ephemeral lakes on the plateau rather than drain
off. It makes it relatively easy to create a water impoundment
simply by bulldozing off a small basin, and these were small
but occurred frequently. There were several “wows” as we first
arrived at the edge—for now we had come far enough north
that we were right above the expansive turquoise waters of
Lake Abert. Below us we could see and hear the occasional car
winding its way along the highway 2500 feet below and in a
different world; so close, yet so far away.
It’s huge; maybe half the size of Tahoe, but like most Great
Basin sinks is extremely shallow, with a maximum depth
of merely 11 feet. Too saline and alkaline for fish, it is rich
in brine shrimp and an important stopover point for many
migrating birds. We followed the rim north for several miles
before turning back. We reveled in the blue skies, blue waters,
and expansive views from our vantage on the rim—it lasted

8
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Right photo:
In nearly every
stand of trees you
could hear the
tap-tap-tapping of
woodpeckers, like
this Melanerpes
lewis—named after
explorer
Meriwether Lewis.

until later in the afternoon when a small area of smoke built
up to the west from the dying down but still smoldering forest
fires. If you turned away from the edge, you see a remarkably
Serengeti-like savanna, dotted with small stands of trees and
brush, and this time of year waves of yellow grass stretching to
the eastern horizon. Here we saw a several pronghorn, and the
scat from numerous sage grouse. An exploration of the cliffs
below the rim, would be difficult and was far beyond the scope
of our trip, could yield sightings of bighorn sheep. There are a
few draws that cut small notches into the plateau just enough
to make a brutal climb up the escarpment from the highway
possible, though a tough challenge. Such a trip I suspect would
afford an interesting look into a very seldom-visited region that
is so close to the open space of the plateau, but so much more
complex—and would doubtless hold many interesting secrets.
The rim has been on the edge in another way—like so many
areas in eastern Oregon and northern Nevada, it is in the
purgatory of being a wilderness study area, in a narrow strip
right along the rim, the width of which includes the cliffs falling down to Highway 395. Being flat, it’s easy to build roads,
though there are few that get close to the rim. The Few hunters
stray this far north, most stay in the forested Warners—and
they look at you a little oddly if you are out there in September
and not hunting. But we were here for other reasons, ones that
we were looking for and found in abundance.

The Siemens Group

Project depiction: Basin and Range Watch

Crescent Peak Wind Project Blown Away
By David McMullen
Take your victories when and where you can? In the battle

to save desert habitat from destruction, a small but not insignificant victory for our side occurred when the United States Bureau
of Land Managment (BLM) denied the right-of-way application
made by Crescent Peak Renewables LLC for the proposed Crescent
Peak Wind project near Searchlight, Nevada. This project would
have stripped away 32,500 acres of prime desert tortoise habitat, a
blow this iconic creature can ill afford.
The tortoises are not alone in their struggle to survive. The particular area chosen for the proposed project was described by the
project developer at a public scoping meeting, by stating, “It’s not
the windiest area.” It is, however, an area known for an abundance
of golden eagles, a migratory flight path for bald eagles en route to
Lake Mojave, and is also home to Gila monsters as well as bighorn
sheep, another threatened species on the brink of extinction at the
hands of modern man.

Smart renewable energy in the desert—over parking lot in Arizona.

That large utility scale power production facilities are located far
from end users is par for the course in our winner-take-all corporate controlled economy. Distributed generation of electrical power, within the built environment and located in and among the end
users is never mentioned as an alternative when siting decisions are
being rendered, except by those of us wise enough to understand
the value of saving undisturbed habitat no matter where it is. We,
collectively as humans, have confiscated most of the planet’s surface
area for our own uses already, whether we truly need them or not.
Most of this confiscation and exploitation is bent toward the production of profit for profit’s sake. This isn’t news of course, but this
overbearing force remains ever hungry for more and more resources and there are other potentially just as ecologically devastating
industrial scale solar and wind power projects being proposed for
our desert regions. On a dark note, the denial to this wind project may ultimately have a pyric victory. Should the mining claims
identified as a deterrent to this project get green lighted, we can kiss
the landscape, the eagles, Gila monsters, and the tortoises good bye
anyway. We must remain vigilant in our fight to save desert habitat.
Photo-voltactive panels atop this parking sturcture at Michigan
State University makes renewable power near its point of use.

Photo: MSU

Photo: Arizona State University

Unfortunately, most of the reasoning BLM cited for this decision
seems to be that allowing a wind farm along a 22 mile stretch of the
CA/NV border will interfere with development of approximately
300 mining claims in the area. Impacts to disturbing the visual
landscape was listed last, and nowhere in the announcement are

tortoises and other wildlife mentioned. Many local residents decried the project as well and many protests to the project were directly to the President. Although not mentioned in the BLM release, it is cited in some environmental news that such outcry has
been effective in this case. May this be so.

Desert Survivors believes implementing renewable energy sources is crucial in arresting
global climate change brought by fossil fuel use. We opposed solar and wind development on desert wilderness land, especially industrial-size projects, far from point of use,
and requiring new electrical transmission lines reaching across the land.
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Mylar balloons appear to be wildly popular. Even mass releases
of them are not uncommon. However, the big issue that needs
to be confronted is that they are not exactly an environmentally friendly product. They are not biodegradable. And this
is where four—that we know of—unanticipated problems come
into play: they are litter; they can kill wildlife; they can cause
fires; and they waste helium gas.
Litter: It is most disturbing to see bright flashes of vivid colors in a remote sage brush meadow or field of creosotes. It
certainly decreases the wilderness experience for many visitors.
Like many unsightly items of garbage, the shiny and glittering
balloons are visually intrusive. One can go into a remote area
where no human has trod for half a century and find a Mylar
balloon. A young Death Valley NP biotechnician, Kristin Forgrave, astutely commented during an animated office discussion, “People think that when they let go of a balloon, it’ll just
fly away. But there is no ‘away”.

10
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Most of the balloons that are found these days are Mylar balloons. The industry prefers the name “foil balloons” because
balloons are not made of pure and very expensive Mylar. Mylar
was developed by Dupont, Hoechst and Imperial Chemical Industries in the 1950’s for use in the U.S. space program. Mylar
is a brand name for a special type of stretched polyester film
called: biaxially-oriented polyethelene terephalate. The short
version of the name is: BoPet. Mylar balloons appeared on the
market in the 1970’s. For the purpose of manufacturing the balloons the polyester film is coated with a metallic finish. After
they’re filled with helium they are ready to travel. And travel
they do! The balloons are very light and helium is lighter than
air. Even gentle wind currents can take them many miles from
“civilization” into remote areas. They mainly travel in the range
between 3000 and 7000 feet. If they go higher than 7000 feet
they tend to explode or simply lose lift.

NPS Park Ranger Helen Holzknecht with just some of the hundreds of Mylar balloons collected in Death Valley since the author began her survey of balloon trash.

An investigation of this deceased bighorn sheep showed the animal had
swallowed plastic balloon strings while their other ends remained entangled
in the sheep’s mandible and teeth.

Photo: U.S. Department of Fish & Wildlife

Most outdoor oriented folks do not need to be told that balloons caught in desert landscape’s vegetation seem to be ubiquitous these days. When the subject comes up in conversation,
many people spontaneously comment, “Yes, I find at least one
or two every time I’m out for a hike!” Debra Hughson, Chief
of Science and Resource Stewardship in the Mojave National
Preserve, concluded years ago that “Mohave is an ancient word
that means ‘where balloons go to die’”. Mojave Preserve is not
alone. Michael Vamstad, the Wildlife Ecologist in Joshua Tree
National Park, believes that Joshua Tree NP might be an even
bigger balloon graveyard. He noted that the consensus among
the staff is that the most frequently encountered items of litter
in the backcountry, and away from the main roads, are balloons.
The fact is that balloons know no borders as wind carries them
wherever the wind blows. Even areas as remote as Death Valley
National Park are not exempted from this plague.

Photo: Birgitta Jansen, N.P.S.

By Birgitta Jansen

A necropsy of a bighorn sheep found dead in the San Bernardino National
Forest, where a U.S. Department of Fish and Wildlife biologist removed enough
balloons from one of the chambers of the animal’s stomach to fill a plastic bag.

Photo: wedding-venues.co.uk
Photo: BalloonsBlow.org

Releasing dozens of balloons at a wedding might make for a special moment,
but it also makes for litter downwind. The party balloon market in the USA
uses around 300 million cubic feet of helium—around 12% of the total helium
consumed anually in the USA. That translates to around a billion balloons.

Photo: BalloonsBlow.org

BalloonsBlow.org has been successful in ending the tradition of releasing
thousands of helium balloons at outdoor sporting events—to combat littering
and protect wildlife.

Photo: abc7.com

A far too common sight when wildlife encounters balloon trash.

A scene in Long Beach, CA in 2017, when a Mylar balloon got tangled in
overhead powerlines causing a high-voltage transformer to explode.

Wildlife at risk: The Mylar balloons do not degrade but deteriorate into smaller and smaller pieces. When animals mistake these pieces for food and ingest them, it puts their health
at serious risk. The website “Balloons Blow” has many photos
of marine life thus affected, as well as, for example, a photo of
a bighorn sheep that had attempted to ingest a Mylar balloon
and died as a result. Marine life appears to be disproportionately affected although no comparison data are available. Sea
turtles, dolphins, whales and other fish are some examples of
marine life that have been found with balloons and strings in
their stomachs. When animals ingest a balloon with the string
still attached, this can also pose a serious problem because they
cannot rid themselves of it. Birds can get tangled in the string of
balloons and die a slow and agonizing death.
Fires: Linemen working for electrical companies know all too
well the hazards of Mylar balloons. Since these balloons have a
metallic coating, the consequences of the balloons getting stuck
in power lines are potentially dire and deadly. The result is the
same as connecting the negative and positive terminals of a car
battery with a metal tool. Considering that hot and large scale
wild fires are an increasing and rather unwelcome phenomenon,
it would be good to pay attention to this particular danger.
Helium: The gas is consumed as though there is an infinite supply, but literature suggests this is not the case. While helium
is the second-most abundant element in the universe it is extremely rare on Earth. Helium is a by-product of petrochemical
extraction. It is lighter than air, and when released in the atmosphere it floats into outer space where it is gone for good. It cannot be manufactured. Helium has a number of industrial uses:
fiber optics, aerospace, medical diagnostics, cooling nuclear reactors, rare document preservation, scientific research, welding
and breathing ventilators for infants. It is also used to supercool magnets in MRI machines. In the 1920’s the U.S. military
had stockpiled a considerable amount for use in lighter-than-air
craft (blimps). Over time the military concluded that these supplies were no longer needed and they started selling these off in
1990. The price was capped in 1996. If helium was priced according to its current value, a balloon would suddenly be a very
expensive little item.
The New Jersey legislature voted on a bill to ban balloon releases
in 1990. It did not pass. Out of the ten states who have attempted to do so (including California), only Virginia has passed a
balloon release ban. It is of interest to note that the industry
started a Balloon Council in New Jersey in 1990. They are an
active lobbying group. The council views laws to ban the balloons as restrictive and ill-conceived as they “severely limit the
consumers’ rights to obtain full enjoyment from the balloons.”
Hmmm—how does that compare to the people’s right to the enjoyment of untrammeled wilderness for generations to come?
Or how does that compare to the right to life for all living creatures and their right to an untrammeled and safe environment
in which to prosper?
Birgitta Jansen is a volunteer in Death Valley National Park. She started
working there in 2008 in Interpretation (Visitor services). Since 2011 she has
worked in the Resources Management Division and is involved with a variety
of tasks and activities. She initiated a Mylar Balloon Survey in Death Valley
NP on January 1, 2018 that is currently still ongoing.
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T H E

P L AC E

The first time I saw one I smiled. I was backpacking in the Turtle Mountains,
miles from the trailhead and deep in a desert wilderness. All day long I had
hiked across a vast extents of land with not one trace of human presense to
be seen. Then I noticed an anomaly—an odd flicker of light coming from a
bush. I moved in closer and discovered a crashed party balloon—its helium
gone, snared in the brush, its mirror-finish fluttered in the breeze, reflecting
glints of sunlight in my eyes.
A wilderness as vast and empty (of human stuff) as the Mojave Desert can
be kind of scary. The sight of this party decoration was pleasant reassurance that the man-made world still existed. I soon conjured up a story about
how the balloon had gotten there. How it had escaped from its tethered fate
as a party decoration in a Southern California city to fly joyously free. Yay!
Ultimately though, it had to come back to earth… to this place. I waxedpoetically, “The place where balloons go to die.” This balloon was now a
shriveled Mylar bag, and as silly as it sounds, I felt that I was trespassing in
some sort of sacred balloon resting place and I thought it best to leave things
as I found them. I walked on.

Photo: Buck Nelson

Photo: Emily Hoerner
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One day’s bounty of balloons while

T H E Y

C O M E

Photo: Birgitta Jansen

In subsequent years while camping and hiking in the Southern California
deserts have come across over a hundred party balloons entangled in the
brush. In most instances I thought it was fun to find them. They are designed to delight us and I am a sucker for their shininess and messages printed on them can be humorously ironic. Most of the photos on this page are
ones I took for an article I had planned to write about the joy of finding the
balloons
Boy, did I ever get this one wrong. In recent months I have learned much
about the perils of balloon litter on wildlife. I had no idea that biologists have
found Mylar in the stomachs of desert tortoises, and latex balloons in the
guts of bighorn sheep, and that a celebratory balloon release in coastal Orange County can mean a painful death to a bird in desert Riverside County.
So if you come across a balloon in the wild. Pop it (if it still holds gas), gather
it up and pack it out. Balloons do not come to the desert to die, but they can
come to kill. Yeow!

Nicholas Blake

Except where noted, photos: N. Blake

backpacking in Death Valley N.P.

Photos: A.H. Cominos
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Photo: Neal Cassidy
Photo: Eastern California Museum

Left photo: A Wild Corp student volunteer and the historic Saline Valley Salt Tram; Above photo (circa 1920’s):
Besides hauling salt over the Inyo Mountains the tram
carried workers to and from the mining site.

P r o t e c t i n g t h e S a l t Tr a m
Trip Report by Neal Cassidy

Marty warned us that the road to the

Salt Tram summit station was rough. I knew she wasn’t

kidding. I had driven it the year before with my wife Lena, and that
time we opted to leave our truck a couple miles past Cerro Gordo
to avoid the steep climb in and out of Poison Canyon. But this time
I somehow felt group pressure to prove my 4X4 truck’s handling
abilities. Only Barb had the good sense to leave her truck at the bottom of the canyon and to catch a ride in Marty’s nimble Jeep.
This was a Desert Survivors service trip, and our goal was to clear
trees that had taken root in the firebreak for the historic Salt Tram
towers near the top of the Inyo crest. The Salt Tram was built in
1912 to transport the unusually pure salt found in the Saline Valley
over the rugged Inyo Mountains. Hauling the salt by road out of the
Saline was deemed unfeasible—even today the route is still pretty
torturous—so a 13-mile-long aerial tramway was built to carry steel
hoppers loaded with the mineral 7000 feet up to the top of the crest,
and then lower them 5000 feet to the shores of Owens Lake and a
railroad head. The tram is now a National Register Historic Site.

Photo: Neal Cassidy

The road
to the Inyo
crest is
a tough
haul. Here,
one Jeep
prepares to
retrieve another stuck
in a ditch.
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Nine Desert Survivors volunteers met up near Keeler, CA—a nearly
defunct town between the remains of Owens Lake and the steep
western side of the Inyo Mountains. Marty Dickes, a wilderness coordinator for the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and a Desert
Survivors member, had secured approval to remove the trees, which
posed a potential fire hazard to the wooden towers of the tram. We
departed in a caravan of seven 4WD vehicles up a steep and winding (but decent) road to Cerro Gordo—an old town and mine complex halfway to the summit. Beyond Cerro Gordo, the road became
a one-lane track clinging precariously to the steep side of the mountain. My truck was the first to fail as my rear end began dragging
on the on the center gravel, and my tire pressure light came on. It
wasn’t just a flat—I had slashed the whole sidewall open on a sharp
rock on the uphill side! With helping hands, we changed my tire,
but at the next pullout, Marty suggested I had better leave my truck
there. I swapped my gear to trip leader Nick’s “new” 1994 Cherokee.
At this point Eugene took a look at the difficult road ahead, and
promptly signed out of the trip.
We drove into Poison Canyon, dodging deep gullies and overhanging branches. Soon we came to a steep and loose uphill section,
where we found John’s Jeep stuck in the ditch. Nick attached a strap
and pulled him back onto the road, but John was also ready to
throw in the towel. While Nick followed his vehicle back out of the
canyon to make sure he could make it home, I hiked up the road a
bit, and what should I encounter but another party in trouble. Three
guys with their girlfriends had tried and failed to climb the road in
their 2WD souped-up VW buggies. Two of their cars had gotten
stuck when they pulled off the road to let Desert Survivors vehicles
pass. While the guys labored with shovels and straps to get free, the
three women stood apart shaking their heads. One was heard to say,
“If we try to help, they would just get mad.”

Photo: Neal Cassidy

Photo: N. Blake

Photo: Barb Bane

Upper
left
photo:
Volunteers cutting
up the felled trees.
Upper right photo:
The project participants at the freshly
cleared fire break.
Left photo: Power
tools were not
allowed in the wilderness area, so this
pine gets the axe.

The remainder of our group (now four vehicles) assembled at a
turnout at the bottom of particularly difficult uphill section; then
one by one, we charged up the loose rutted road, engines roaring
and tires banging. We all made it! Once on the ridge, the road
wound along the crest of the Inyos, where the drivers focused on
the road while passengers craned their necks to take in the spectacular views of the Owens Valley on one side and the Saline Valley
the other.
Our difficulties on the drive put us several hours behind schedule.
Finally we arrived at the Summit Control Station at 8700’, where
salt-laden cars once were switched seamlessly from the cable up
from the Saline Valley to the cable down to the Owens Valley. This
would be our campsite. This also where we met the other project
volunteers—five young adults from the Student Conservation Association (Wild Corp), who had already put in a day’s work. Marty
decided, since it was so late, we would just carry some tools down
to the nearest tram tower, and begin our work the following day.
The next morning, we hoisted more loppers, handsaws, McLeods
and an axe and hiked off the blustery, windswept ridge to the calmer slope of the tramway. Every tower in the line is unique, built to
match the terrain and the angle of the cables that passed through
it. The towers are largely constructed of massive 8” x 8” and 4” x
8” timbers, bolted together to create a lattice, which could bear the
weight of gondola buckets laden with 800 lbs. of wet salt. A copse
of pinion pines, some as tall as 15’ had grown near and even inside
of the tower. Marty described a firebreak perimeter of about 50’ all
around the structure, and we set to work. Marty emphasized that,
this being a wilderness area, our goal was also to hide evidence of

our tree removal. We had to cut the trunks, some of which were
about 10 inches thick, as close to the ground as possible using only
hand tools, (powered tools were not allowed in the wilderness).
That is not easy with a little bow saw! Occasional use of an axe
facilitated the opening of the saw kerfs.
We soon discovered that felling the trees was the easiest part of our
labors. In order to dispose of our work, Marty dictated that all the
trees had to be hauled well away from the towers, cut up into small
pieces and distributed over the ground as unobtrusively as possible.
This necessitated many trips either laterally or down-slope with the
trees, and then huffing back up for more. By the end of the day,
however, a small forest had effectively disappeared. The slope surrounding the tower appeared as it had 100 years ago and the fire
hazard was gone.
That evening, as the sun sank over the far side of the Owens Valley
and the Sierra Crest, we Desert Survivors and the Wild Corp crew
gathered on the porch of the old tramway supervisor’s cabin, and
swapped drinks, salsa & chips, stories and songs. In the morning we
departed, leaving our student friends to continue working on towers further down-slope. Our drive out of mountains was thankfully
uneventful. I stopped briefly above Cerro Gordo, where I met one
of the new owners of the town and mine, who told me of ambitious
plans to create some kind of resort at the site.
I stayed that night in nearby Ridgecrest, CA at Barb’s home. The
next morning I bought a used tire, so I could drive home without
worrying of another flat. On the highway between Tehachapi and
Bakersfield, in Keene, CA, I finally had an opportunity to check out
the Cesar E. Chavez National
Monument. Just a stone’s throw
off Highway 58, this is where
the United Farm Workers is
based and where Chavez lived
and worked most of his life. He
and his wife Helen are buried
there in a lovely park, and there
is a museum and conference
center with photo displays that
are well worth a visit.
Cesar Chavez in 1964.
Photo: Cesar E. Chavez National Monument
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Photo: Stacy Goss

The Sheep Range in the Desert National Wildlife Refuge.

Desert National Wildlife Refuge:
More than Just an Uninspiring Name
An Additional 300,000 Acres May Be
Withdrawn From Public Access

by Stacy Goss
In February 2019, I took a trip to the Desert National Wildlife Refuge in Nevada. I had been hearing about this refuge
for several years and knew that a vast portion of it was under
threat to be taken by the military. My friends and acquaintances always referred to the place as the, “Desert NWR.” But with a
name as generic as “Desert NWR”, it just never really drew my
curiosity enough to plan a visit. The deserts of California, Nevada,
and the rest of the Southwest are vast and the options are endless and they draw me to explore. Was “Desert NWR” really the
best they could come up with, when establishing the refuge back
in 1936? Death Valley was established in 1933, and they came up
with a pretty awesome name for that area. Anza Borrego Desert
State Park was also created in 1933, and that’s an interesting name
as well. “Desert NWR” didn’t even get a Grand associated with it,
like Grand Canyon National Park (1919), and Grand Teton National Park in (1929). Somehow, the creativity ball was dropped
when it came time to create the largest national wildlife refuge in
the lower-48. Which may be why most people have never even
heard of this place.
The refuge was created in 1936 by President Roosevelt specifically
to provide habitat and protection for desert bighorn sheep. Administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, it encompasses
nearly 1.6 million acres just north of Las Vegas and is the largest
roadless area in Nevada. With the exploding population and development of Las Vegas, it truly is a refuge for desert creatures that
depend on Great Basin and Mojave Desert ecosystems. In 1971,
in conjunction with the 1964 Wilderness Act, about 1.2 million
acres of the refuge was proposed as wilderness by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, and is currently being managed as such. The refuge contains six major mountain ranges, including the appropriately named Sheep Range (which runs over 60 miles), with peaks
up to 10,000 feet and valleys around 2,500 feet. These mountain
ranges provide seven distinct life zones. The refuge provides
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a transition zone from the Mojave to the Great Basin Desert and
creates a variety of habitat to approximately 500 plant species, 320
bird species (including the Golden Eagle, Roadrunner, and Pygmy
Owl), 53 mammal species, 35 reptile species, and four amphibian
species in the different communities on the refuge. But it is not just
the animal species that have inhabited this area; for centuries Native Americans lived here, leaving archeological artifacts such as
beautifully preserved agave roasting pits, rock art, shelters, camps
and other items.
When I arrived at the
refuge, I purchased
a map at the visitor center and saw
names such as Fossil Ridge and Picture
Canyon. My interest
was suddenly piqued;
now those are some
names that draw me
to explore the country. And the variety
of the terrain made
me want to get out
and hike to the top
of the mountains;
I’m sure the views are
stunning.
It is reported the Air Force wants the expanded range to train for
the clandestine insertion, operation and recovery of special forces units.

Photo: Friends of the Nevada Wilderness

Photo: A.H. Cominos

Once the military takes over this land, it will most
likely be off-limits to the public forever.
Left photo: The refuge was established in 1936 by
Frankilin D. Roosevelt to protect creatures like these bighorn sheep.

THREATS
However, the refuge is in imminent danger. Adjacent to the western portion of the refuge is the 2.9 million-acre Nevada Test and
Training Range (NTTR), operated by the U.S. Air Force. In the
1940’s, the military gained joint administration with the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service of the western half of the refuge (800,000
acres). This eliminated public access to the area and called any
future wilderness designation for that portion of the Refuge into
question. This withdrawal of public land from public access has
required reauthorization by Congress several times since the original withdrawal, most recently in 1999, with the Military Lands
Withdrawal Act of 1999 that extended the Air Force’s withdrawal
for 20 years.
The current land withdrawal expires in November, 2021 unless
legislation is enacted extending it. Unlike most land-use issues
that rely on an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and which
is decided by the managing land agency, in this unusual instance,
Congress has reserved the decision of whether to renew the land
withdrawal for itself, using what is called a Legislative EIS (LEIS).
In preparation of this renewal process, in 2016, the Department
of Defense (DOD) issued a Notice of Intent to prepare an LEIS,
followed by a public scoping period. This public scoping period
included proposed alternatives to the current management of the
area, including the refuge lands. The Draft LEIS was released in
December, 2017, indicating that the DOD not only wanted to
obtain primary jurisdiction over the western half of the refuge—
thereby removing the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s access and
authority to conserve species on that land—but they wanted an
additional 300,000 acres of the refuge. This additional expansion
request would effectively make two-thirds of the refuge off-limits
to the public. Environmentalists, hunters, off-roaders, and tribal
groups all came out against the proposed expansion. The additional expansion includes the Sheep Range, home to hundreds of bighorn sheep, the very reason the land was originally set aside. The
public review period ended in March, 2018, resulting in 32,000
comments being submitted opposing the military expansion The
Final LEIS was released in Oct. 2018—during National Wildlife
Refuge week, no less. The comment period and public meetings
are over and there is no protest period. The next step is up to Congress, which is expected to make a decision in the fall of 2021.

The 5 alternatives proposed by the
Department of Defense are as follows:
1. Extending the existing land withdrawal and management of
the NTTR (Status Quo);
2. Extending the existing land withdrawal and providing the Air
Force with increased access for military activities in the South
Range of the NTTR;
3. Alternative 1 or 2 and expanding existing withdrawal by including up to 301,507 additional acres, via four sub-alternatives;
4. Establishing the time period of the withdrawal as either 20
years, 50 years, or as an indefinite military withdrawal; and
5. The No Action alternative, which includes returning NTTR
lands to the public domain, through the Interior Department.
Any bill to allow the military expansion into the refuge will most
likely not be a stand-alone bill, but will be included in the annual
National Defense Authorization Act—a must-pass bill to fund the
military. This expansion proposal was initially included, but later
removed from both the 2016 and 2017 Authorization Acts.
In March, 2019, the Nevada State legislature held hearings on Senate Joint Resolution 3 and Assembly Joint Resolution 2, which
would encourage the Nevada congressional delegation to oppose
the proposed takeover of the Desert National Wildlife Refuge.
The resolutions oppose Alternatives 2 and 3, and calls for a compromise alternative that would enhance Air Force training and
continue to provide protection to wildlife and outdoor recreation.
No member in the Nevada U.S. congresional delegation has taken
a public stand on the resolution as of yet (March 1, 2019); but both
Senators, and several House members, are generally supporters
of public lands. If you are a Nevada resident, please contact your
representative and encourage them to support these resolutions.
I will certainly be back to the “Desert NWR”—and I think the
sooner the better. The mountains are accessible and interesting,
the views are endless, and it’s infrequently visited. I may even be
able to see a bighorn. Maybe if the area had a name like “Majestic Bighorn Sheep NWR” or “Lots of Bighorn Live Here NWR”, it
would appear on the public’s radar screen and not just the
military’s.
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H OW N O T TO GET LOST
Photo: Martina Konietzny

Photo: Martina Konietzny

Bob Davis, guiding a Desert Survivors backpack in the Turtle Mountains.

Comparing directional readings of a
magnetic compass and a GPS device.

I worked on improving my skill at navigating and navigating offtrail in wilderness areas over many decades. If you hike in parks
and stay on trails, a good trail map is all you need to navigate reasonably well. There should be signs at trail junctions. By following
the trail junctions on the map you will be able to keep track of
where you are and how to get back. If your navigation skills are
limited, stay close to the trail and do not lose the map. However,
if you want to travel independent of the trail system, read on for
some advice from someone who has learned from being misplaced several times.
The GPS receiver is a handheld electronic device that is capable
of receiving information from Global Positioning System (GPS)
satellites and display one’s geographical location. Most modern
smart phones have GPS capabilities. The GPS is a grand navigation tool, however they can be subject to errors and from my
backcountry experience should never be relied on as the only
navigation aid.
When I was in grade school a boy brought a compass to recess
telling several of us that it would show us the way to go, so we followed the direction of the needle as it pointed in different directions all over the playground. Like a compass, a GPS requires an
understanding of how it works and its limitations. GPS information should be crosschecked by basic navigation methods. If a
GPS does not agree with other information, like terrain guidelines, stop and reconsider.
In the front country on park trails the GPS is used mostly to
determine mileage and elevation gained. This can be inaccurate.
If a better estimate is preferred, there are several considerations.
At the start of a hike the GPS should be allowed to search for a
sufficient amount of time to get an accurate fix in location before
zeroing the data. This avoids errors in the initial location. This
error can be very large.
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by Bob Davis

lets contain a GPS
phones and electronic tab
Nearly all modern smart
ction, making for
fun
to
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ept
cell phone rec
chip. They do not require
the wilderness.
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an excellent navigation aid

When a GPS is not moving it can make and record small errors
in location and elevation. These errors are counted as travel and
elevation and can become significant. When a GPS is adjacent to
a vertical structure like a building or a canyon wall, significant
errors occur due the signals bouncing off of the structure. When
there is significant overhead obstruction like dense trees the satellite signal can be obstructed.
A GPS should have sufficient battery power to be turned on the
entire time for a day hike. When on multiple day trips, it is best
to conserve battery power by navigation independent of the GPS
until a fix on location is needed. This is another reason not to expect to navigate by GPS alone on an overnight trip. One can pack
extra batteries or solar chargers but they add to carry weigh.
For backcountry travel I find the best use of a GPS is to plan the
trip in advance on a computer program that communicates with
the GPS. Tracks and waypoints are made on the computer and
transferred to the GPS. Data collected in the field can be transferred to the computer on returning.

N. Blake

Left image: In
wintertime the
constellation
Cassiopeia can
often be a best way
to find the North
Star.

Photo: N. Blake

Left photo: A handheld GPS device
designed for outdoor use, is lightweight, water-resistant and has a
durable case. Software can pinpoint
the user’s position on a map almost
anywhere in the world.

N. Blake

Below image: A map showing the
magnetic declination—the difference
between magnetic north (the direction
a compass needle points) and true
north—of the continental U.S.

Aiming Off is a cross-country navigation technique for finding a destination
that is located along a linear landscape feature like a stream, a ridge, or a path.

There are several rescue devices you can take into the backcountry. The Personal Locator Beacon (PLB) sends an SOS signal
to rescue agencies, along with your location in the event of an
emergency. Some are combined with a GPS, and some also have
text messaging. For a high level of concern it would be appropriate to take a wilderness medicine course to be able to manage
backcountry medical issues and to know with confidence when
urgent rescue is needed.
Basic celestial knowledge, such as remembering that the sun rises
in the east, sets in the west, and reaches its peak in the south at
mid-day can help. At night you can determine direction by knowing how to locate the North Star. To find the Big Dipper imagine a
line through the front two stars. This line points to the North Star.
When the Big Dipper is too low Cassiopeia can direct you to the
North Star.
A map is the prime element for wilderness navigation. A U.S.G.S.
7.5 minute map is usually the best. Know what to expect from the

terrain by studying the map before the trip. Once in the field, stay
oriented to your location by relating what you see to the features
on the map. A good compass is an essential navigation tool. The
compass needle points to magnetic north making direction finding easy and, most importantly, allows orientation of a map to the
terrain.
Understand the use of “base lines” and “hand rails.” These are easily recognized features like mountains, desert washes, roads, rivers, canyons, and forest edges. If you are traveling toward or away
from a structure that is perpendicular to your course, that’s a base
line. If the structure is parallel to your course, that’s a handrail.
“Looking back” is a helpful navigation practice. Turning around
from time to time and noticing landmarks back where you have
just come makes returning on the same course easier.
Frequently backpackers get misplaced on going out at night alone
without a clear sense for how to get back. One time I camped
with a friend near a trail in a forest. In the night I need to make
a pit stop. I had a headlight. I planned to return the way I came,
however in searching for a good location I went too far, and on
returning I could not find the camp. I knew it was not far from
the trail we had hiked in on and I thought the trail was west of
me. So if by going to the trail I should be able to find the camp.
I used the North Star to walk west until I found a trail. I searched
back and forth on the trail with side trips into the woods, yet I
could not find the camp. At dawn I pounded on a hollow log
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All device photos by manufacturers

Right photo: On a
Desert Survivors
backpack, the
hikers determine
their location using
a topo map and a
GPS unit.

In the famous 1927
Spirit of St. Louis
When out in the wild it is always wise to bring a good map and compass. The U.S.
flight across the
Geological Survey (USGS) has topographical maps of the entire country. National
Atlantic Ocean,
Geographic also makes excellent maps—often with more up-to-date information.
Charles Lindbergh
navigated by the
dead reckoning
with a heavy stick until my friend heard this and found me. I
method—using
was on the wrong trail. I should have had a better plan for how
compass direction,
airspeed and time
to get back. For example, I could have gone from tree to tree in a
to determine his
straight line until reasonably away for my camp and then acwhereabouts.
cepted a less that ideal location, so that I could follow my tree line

back to camp.

Another example of my mistakes in the night was in the Whipple
Wilderness. There was starlight and I had my headlight. We were
camped on low point of a saddle on the top of a ridge with a drop
off on one side and a steep slope on the other. I left my tarp-tent
shelter to relieve myself. On returning I felt that I would find my
tarp by following the top on the ridge; however, as I walked the
terrain suddenly dropped steeply. I stopped. Carefully looking
around I found my tarp back over my shoulder. I had misjudged
how far I had traveled. Since that time I have used reflective tent
cords and reflecting tape on the cords to make my shelter more
visible at night.
There was another similar episode at Sky Blue Lake in the Eastern
Sierras. I had walked away from camp by starlight up to a ridge,
then a short way along the ridge. On returning I turned a few degrees off course and started down the backside of the ridge. While
I expected to go downhill the slope became too steep. I realized
my mistake and turned back over the ridge to camp. This time my
tarp was easy to find at a distance because of the reflecting cords
and tape.
Dead Reckoning is a way to determine location and distance
traveled. This was the navigation system that Charles Lindbergh
used on his solo crossing of the Atlantic. This method consists
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Illustration by Roger H. Middlebrook GAvA

Daytime celestial navigation: Determining direction by plotting points of a shadow cast by the sun (illustrated here for the northern hemisphere).

The instrument panel of The Spirit of St. Louis.

of keeping track of your direction, speed, and time to know your
approximate location. Lindbergh also had to compensate for wind
speed. He estimated this by flying low enough to see the ocean
waves. The only thing he said he did not like about this navigation
system was the name. For wilderness travel, a compass provides
direction. The usual walking speed over easy terrain is two miles
per hour. A watch gives the time traveled.
“Aiming off ’ is an effective way to finding a destination that is
located on a baseline like a stream, a ridge, or a path. Instead of
setting a bearing directly for your destination, you take a path
to the right or left of it, and turn toward in its direction when
you reach the linear feature. On an Escalante Horse Canyon trip
before having a GPS, I was crossing a mesa between two steep
walled canyons to see if I could find a way down to the opposite
canyon. From the map it looked as if a dry stream might have
made a cut from mid-mesa to canyon wall that could be a way
to go. I attempted to go straight to the start of the stream cut. I
missed it by a few yards. After a mile or more of walking I came
to a rise where I could see the terrain and found that the expected
course was well behind me. Using aiming off would have helped
find the stream cut sooner. I should have follow a compass heading aiming to one side of the stream cut. By paying attention to
the distance traveled I would have known when to turn toward
the steam cut and which way to turn.

Right photo: A sextant as a
backup for GPS. Because
virtually all Defense Department navigation uses
GPS, The United States
Naval Academy discontinued its course on celestial
navigation in 1998. In
2015, citing concerns about
the reliability of GPS systems in the face of potential
hostile hacking, the Navy
reinstated instruction of the
sextant and other celestial
navigation tools.

A major drawback
to GPS navigation is
the devices use
battery power.
There are many
items in the market to recharge smart phones and GPS units in the field—some
using a dedicated battery (upper center), others solar panels (above).

Photo: N. Blake

Left photo: A
Personal Locator
Beacon (PBL). This
is not a navagation aid, however
when activated in
an emgergency it
alerts appropriate
rescue authorities to
the location of the
sender.

Photo: U.S. Navy

Another example where aiming off would have helped was on a
Coyote Gulch backpack trip in Utah. I arrived at the wall of the
Gulch after dark when I was trying to return to camp after a fast
hike. I thought I was close to the campsite but was unsure which
way to turn. The plan was for me to whistle every five minutes as
I approach camp. However, my associates had gone to look for me
because I was later than expected and they were out of hearing
range. Not knowing which way to turn, I guessed right. This was
the wrong way. I should have followed a compass course to one
side of the expected camp location so that I would have known
which way to turn when I reached the gulch.

sometimes good luck and chance perform better that navigation
aids, skill, and persistence.

I had a camera, a headlight, a small knife, and a cigarette lighter. I
continued in the wrong direction until the battery in my headlight died. I made a narrow, five-foot-long fire from dead juniper
branches that kept one side of my body warm as I slept overnight.
At dawn it was obvious that camp was back the way I had come.
Very soon I was having leftover dinner for breakfast. Since that
time I have added a 55-gallon drum plastic bag to my basic survival gear for an improvised shelter. By getting in the bag I would
have a wind shelter and been warmer.

There is a pass over a ridge in Turtle Mountain Wilderness that I
have labeled Mishap Pass. The route up to the top of the pass was
not difficult to find from below. It was in a steep rocky narrow
ravine. At the top of the pass the obvious way down the other
side was a wide open slope. The group I was with spread out and
headed down this slope. It soon became evident that we going
south when we should have been going west. After reviewing the
map it was clear that a knoll at the top of the pass had hid the
intended route. We retreated and continued on the proper course.

There was another overnight bivouac caused not so much by a
navigation error but by poor planning. I was doing a single day
climb of Mount Whitney on the standard route from Whitney
Portal. I had joined a group of three technical climbers that I met
as they came up over the north face. They led me down the peak
on a mountaineer’s route. We made route-finding errors causing
delays. This resulted in two of the group spending the night at a
small stream because of thirst and fatigue while two of us continued downward. After dark we arrived at a bushy cliff where we
knew there was only one way down but we could not find it. So,
we slept under a ledge laying on my opened plastic bag and covered by his opened sleeping bag. At dawn the route was easy to
find. We were back in camp in time for breakfast. In navigation,

The next time I went over this pass with a different group. I came
from the opposite direction and went by the opposite side if the
knoll. On seeing the broad steep slope ahead, the way down was
not evident. Some time was spent searching using map and GPS.
Some of the group got bored and walked over to the far edge of
the slope and found the hidden ravine that was our route down.

Going over “Mishap Pass” in a 2011 Desert Survivors trip led by the author.

Sometime becoming lost and then solving your navigation puzzle
is worth the experience. So go there, get a little lost, and find your
way to have a grand adventure.
“Only those who will risk going too far can
possibly find out how far one can go.” T. S. Eliot

––
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Participants of the very rainy Glass Mountain trip, July 2018. L to R: Lynne Buckner, Vernon Kuska, Sophie Taggart, Robin Rome, Nick Blake, Kim Marcus,

Photos: N.Blake

Photo: Mike Wells

Dinner at Mission San Antonio
de Padua, October 2018.

Charlene Daniels giving a presentation about
Desert Survivors at the Corte Madera REI store.
Photo: N.Blake

A Wild Corp student volunteer happy with his axe
work at the Salt Tram Serivce Trip, October 2018.

Our annual Groundhog Day celebration, February 2019.
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Steve Linton on the trail in Lemoigne
Canyon, November 2018.

Photo: Barb Bane

Photo: Martina Konietzny

Crooked Creek Research Station trip goers, August 2018.

Photo: A.H. Cominos

Photo: Mike Wells

Right photo:
Barb in a Barrel.
Ms. Bane checks
out a bucket that
lifted salt over the
Inyo Mts.
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Exploring the shore of Mono Lake.

Photo: N. Blake

Photo: Alexis Chen

Photos From Our
Trips & Events

Janet Barth, Eugene DeMine, Vinz Hake and Wendy Marcus. Photos by A.H. Cominos

The dinnertime on the
Abert Rim backpack,
September 2018.

Happy Groundhog Day!
Photo: Martina Konietzny

Photo: Mike Wells

Photo: A.H. Cominos

Photo: N. Blake

One of the monster oak
trees on Merle Ranch we
encountered during our
Annual General Meeting
retreat, October 2019.

The happiest Desert Survivors trip ever! Centennial Canyon, November 2018.
Photo: Teresa Gula

When Plants Attack! This time it was not
so funny. We were lucky the only injuries
from a scary tree limb falling were minor
scrapes on Chuck McGinn’s hand.

Photo: N.Blake

Photo: A.H. Cominos

Pointing out where he
thinks the fossils of Ice Age
animals are in Owl Canyon
January 2019.

Malcom Ettin impressed by
the sights of Merle Ranch.

At the historic Harvey House, Barstow, CA, January 2019.
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Desert Survivors Membership Form
Membership dues are just $30/year, although additional donations are welcome.
You can join or renew your membership by filling out this form and mailing it in
with a check to the address shown below.

Street Address (req’d) ______________________________________________________
City, State, Zip Code (req’d)__________________________________________________
Phone number: ___________________________________________________________

Photo: Marc Eldridge

Name (req’d) _____________________________________________________________

E-mail address: ___________________________________________________________
I want to join or renew at the following rate (make check payable to “Desert Survivors”):
____ $30 - Tortoise (basic rate) ____ $50 - Roadrunner ____ $100 - Coyote
_____$500 – Bristlecone ____$1000-Bighorn

Desert Survivors • P O Box 20991, Oakland, CA 94620-0991
Marisa Seaman in an abandoned miner’s shelter in the Mojave.

